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Abstract
In this report we characterize all context-free grammars with not more
than three nonterminals generating only primitive words.
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1 Introduction
A number of recent papers investigated the language of all primitive words over an
alphabet with several letters, concerning its relation to the Chomsky-hierarchy ( see
[1]-[7] ). In [1] the authors conjectured that this language is not context-free. This
conjecture is still open. To help the research on this problem, in this report we
consider certain ‘small’ and ‘maximal’ context-free grammars in Chomsky normal
form generating only primitive words. These grammars are small with respect to
nonterminals and maximal with respect to productions. Since a necessary condition
for the generated language to contain only primitive words ( over terminal symbols )
is that all sentential forms are also primitive words ( over nonterminals ) it suffices
to consider only the sentential form languages.
It was the hope to deduce from the structure of such grammars some insight for
a proof of the conjecture that the entire set of primitive words is not context-free
by showing that there are always missing certain primitive words in the language
generated by the grammar.
Another conjecture was that any such grammar ( and also all non-maximal ones )
generate only regular sets of primitive words. This conjecture does not hold since
we show that there exists a maximal grammar with 3 nonterminals generating a
nonregular infinite set of primitive words.
In this paper we characterize all context-free grammars with not more than three
nonterminals generating only primitive words. It turned out that all such grammars
generate infinite sets of primitive words.
2 Preliminaries
A word is a finite sequence of elements of some finite nonempty set Σ. We call the
set Σ an alphabet, the elements of Σ letters. The set of all words over Σ is denoted
by Σ∗. We put Σ+ = Σ∗ \ {λ}, where λ denotes the empty word having no letters.
The length of a word w, in symbols |w|, means the number of letters in w when each
letter is counted as many times as it occurs. By definition, |λ| = 0. If u and v are
words over an alphabet Σ, then their catenation uv is also a word over Σ. Especially,
for any word uvw, we say that v is a subword of uvw.
A language over Σ is a set L ⊆ Σ∗. We extend the concept of catenation for
the class of languages as usual. Therefore, if L1 and L2 are languages, then their
product is L1L2 = {p1p2 | p1 ∈ L1, p2 ∈ L2}. Let p be a word. We put p0 = λ and
pn = pn−1p (n > 0). Thus pk (k ≥ 0) is the k-th power of p. If there is no danger
of confusion, then sometimes we identify p with the singleton set {p}. Thus we will
write p∗ and p+ instead of {p}∗ and {p}+, respectively. A nonempty word is said
to be primitive if it is not a proper power ( k > 1 ) of another word. A word is
nonprimitive if it is not primitive. Let QΣ denote the set of primitive words over Σ.
An ( unrestricted generative, or simply, unrestricted ) grammar is an ordered
quadruple G = (N,Σ, S, P ) where N and Σ are disjoint alphabets, S ∈ Σ, and P is
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a finite set of ordered pairs (U, V ) such that V is a word over the alphabet N ∪ Σ
and U is a word over N ∪ Σ containing at least one letter of N . The elements of
N are called variables or nonterminals, and those of Σ terminals. N ∪ Σ is the
total alphabet and S is called the start symbol. Elements (U, V ) of P are called
productions and are written U → V . If U → V ∈ P implies U ∈ N then G is called
context-free. Especially, G is a context-free grammar given in Chomsky normal form
if all productions are of the form A → BC or A → a, where A,B,C are variables
and a is a terminal.
A word W over N ∪ Σ derives directly a word W ′, in symbols, W 1→W ′, if and
only if there are words W1, U,W2, V such that W = W1UW2,W ′ = W1VW2 and
U → V belongs to P . W derives W ′, or in symbols, W ∗→W ′ if and only if there is
a finite sequence of words W0, . . . ,Wk(k ≥ 0) over N ∪ Σ with W0 = W,Wk = W ′
and Wi
1→Wi+1 for 0 ≤ i ≤ k − 1. Thus for every W ∈ (N ∪ Σ)∗ we have W ∗→W .
The set S(G) = {W | W ∈ (N ∪Σ)∗, S ∗→W} is called the set of sentential forms
of G. The language L(G) generated by G is defined by L(G) = S(G) ∩ Σ∗. L ⊆ Σ∗
is a context-free language if we have L = L(G) for some context-free grammar G.
The grammar G1 = (N1,Σ1, S1, P1) is letter-isomorphic to another grammar
G2 = (N2,Σ2, S2, P2) if there exists a bijective mapping ϕ : N1 ∪ Σ1 → N2 ∪ Σ2
such that ϕ(S1) = S2, {ϕ(A) | A ∈ N1} = N2, {ϕ(a) | a ∈ Σ1} = Σ2, moreover,
{ϕ(x1) . . .ϕ(xs) → ϕ(y1) . . . ϕ(yt) | x1 . . . xs → y1 . . . yt ∈ P1} = P2. In this report
we will not distinguish the letter-isomorphic grammars. Throughout this report by
a grammar G = (N,Σ, S, P} we mean a ( λ-free ) context-free grammar given in
Chomsky normal form.
For any terminal symbol x we consider the set N(x) = {X ∈ N | X → x ∈ P}.
We say that x ∈ Σ is similar to y ∈ Σ with respect to M ⊆ N with M )= ∅ if
M ⊆ N(x) ∩N(y). ( Then we also say, in short, that x is similar to y. )
A grammar G is reduced if it has the following properties :
(i) For any pair x, y of terminal symbols, N(x) = N(y) implies x = y.
(ii) For any x ∈ N ∪Σ, there exists a pair W1,W2 ∈ (N ∪Σ)∗ such that the word
W1xW2 ∈ S(G).
For X ∈ N let Σ(X) = {x ∈ Σ | X → x ∈ P} where also Σ(X) = ∅ is possible.
We shall restrict our investigations to reduced grammars.
Now we define the skeleton of G = (N,Σ, S, P ) as G0 = (N,S, P0) with produc-
tions P0 = {A→ BC ∈ P | A,B,C ∈ N}. The set S(G0) = {W ∈ N+ | S ∗→W} is
called the ( sentential form ) language generated by the skeleton G0. We also say
that a skeleton G0 is maximal ( with respect to the primitive words ) if S(G0) con-
tains only primitive words. Moreover, for any X, Y, Z ∈ N,X → Y Z /∈ P0 we obtain
a nonprimitive word in S(G′0) with G
′




0 = P0 ∪ {X → Y Z}.
Note that L(G) ⊆ QΣ ⇒ S(G0) ⊆ QN .
The opposite implication S(G0) ⊆ QN ⇒ L(G) ⊆ QΣ holds if Σ(X) ∩ Σ(Y ) = ∅
for all X, Y ∈ N with X )= Y .
To show this consider a binary derivation tree for w ∈ L(G). Cutting off all
leaves x ∈ Σ+, generated by some productions X → x, yields a binary derivation
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tree for W ∈ N+ with W ∗→ w. The condition Σ(X) ∩ Σ(Y ) = ∅ implies that for
any x ∈ Σ there exists a unique X ∈ N with x ∈ Σ(X). Define the letter-to-letter
homomorphism c : Σ→ N by c(x) = X if x ∈ Σ(X). From w = uk for k > 1 follows
that W = c(w) = (c(u))k, a contradiction.
Note that for any context-free grammar G there exists an equivalent context-free
grammar G′ in Chomsky normal form with this property. To show this assume G
to be in Chomsky normal form, add new nonterminals Σ, replace each production
X → Y Z by the productions {X → Y Z,X → y¯Z,X → Y z¯,X → y¯z¯} with
y ∈ Σ(Y ), z ∈ Σ(Z), and productions X → x by x¯ → x. Thus, in G′ : Σ(X) = ∅
for X ∈ N , and Σ(x¯) = {x} for x ∈ Σ.
3 Maximal Skeletons with 1 and 2 Nonterminals
Maximal Skeleton with 1 Nonterminal
If |N | = 1 then the only maximal skeleton is G0 = (N,S, ∅), and the only reduced
grammar is G = ({S}, {s}, {S → s}, S).
!
Maximal Skeleton with 2 Nonterminals
If |N | = 2 then the only maximal skeleton is G0 with
P0 = {S → SX, S → XS,X → XX}
S(G0) = {X}∗·{S}·{X}∗ ( only productions {S → SX, S → XS} are necessary )
and S(G0) ⊂ QN is obvious.
The reduced grammars have the form
G = ({S,X}, {s, x}, P1 ∪ P2 ∪ {S → s,X → x}, S), where
P1 ⊆ {S → SX, S → XS}, P2 ⊆ {X → XX}, P1 )= ∅.
!
For any fixed cardinality of nonterminals we may characterize all reduced gram-
mars by using the characterization of maximal skeletons. ( If |N | > 2 then we have
to take into consideration the similarity possibilities of terminals as well. )
4 Maximal Skeletons with 3 Nonterminals
Using an appropriate computer program ( written by Ge´za Horva´th [4] ), checked
and improved by Dirk Hauschildt, we found 11 different maximal skeleton candi-
dates, up to symmetries, with 3 nonterminals ( S,X, Y ).
These symmetries are σ defined by σ(X) = Y, σ(Y ) = X, and pi defined by
pi(A→ BC) = A→ CB, with the properties σ2 = pi2 = 1, piσ = σpi.
The computer program in question checked that none of these 11 skeletons gener-
ates a nonprimitive wordW of nonterminals with length |W | ≤ 12 ( in the improved
version it turned out that |W | ≤ 10 suffices ).
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It was run in some dialogue way in several steps, using an input list of skele-
tons generating some nonprimitive word such that any enlarged skeleton ( some
productions added ) could be disregarded. Another list contained only such skele-
tons generating no nonprimitive word with |W | ≤ 10 such that any skeleton with a
subset of productions could be disregarded. Finally we got a list of 11 candidates
for maximal skeletons ( with respect to primitive words, and up to symmetries ).
The program is given in the appendix.
In more details, given a n ∈ IN the program computes a set N of ‘minimal’ skele-
tons generating some nonprimitive words of length ≤ n, and a set P of ‘maximal’
skeletons not generating such words.
To speed up running time the program can also read in ( in advance ) known
elements from N and P , such that only skeletons not included by an element of P
and not including an element of N have to be checked.
The program was run first for n = 6 yielding sets N and P . Some elements
of P were checked by hand for generating only primitive words or generating some
nonprimitive word of length n > 6. In the second case such an element was removed
from P changing the set P . In the next run with n = 8 some new elements were
added to P ( being included in some of the shifted ones ).
By repeating this procedure for n=9 and n=10 we finally got 12 candidates for
maximal skeletons, one of which was not reduced.
There exist no more skeletons with the property from above. In this section we
prove that each of them is a maximal skeleton indeed. ( We note that apart from
the last case the first version of these proofs have been published by Ge´za Horva´th
[4] ).
Consider N = {S,X, Y } with the start symbol S, and denote by Q = QN the
set of all primitive words over N . We distinguish the following 11 cases.
Case 1.
P0 = {S → XY, S → SX, S → XS, S → Y X,X → XX,
Y → SX, Y → XS, Y → XY, Y → Y X}.
S(G0) = (X∗ · {S, Y } ·X∗) \ {Y } ⊂ Q.
This is shown in the following way :
Let L = X∗({S} ∪{ Y })X∗ \ {Y } ⊂ Q. Induction on W ∈ L, namely S ∈ L,
and any application of a production from P0 on some W ∈ L yielding again some
W ′ ∈ L, implies S(G0) ⊆ L.
On the other hand, anyW ∈ L can be derived from S. S,XY, Y X ∈ L is obvious.
XmSXn ∈ L by S m→XmS n→XmSXn with productions {S → XS, S → XS}, and
XmY Xn ∈ L ( m > 0 ) by S m−1→ Xm−1S n→ Xm−1SXn 1→ XmY Xn. This implies
L ⊆ S(G0).
Note that only productions {S → XS, S → SX, S → XY, S → Y X} have to be
applied.
S(G0) ⊆ Q is obvious since any W ∈ S(G0) contains either only 1 S or 1 Y.




P0 = {S → XY, S → SX, S → XS, S → Y X,X → XX, Y → Y Y }.
S(G0) = (X∗ · ({S} ∪ Y +) ·X∗) \ Y + ⊂ Q.
The proof is similar to case 1, for S(G0) ⊆ L showing by induction that any
application of a production yields again an element from L, and for L ⊆ S(G0) with
the difference that also Y → Y Y is applied.
Here, only productions {S → XS, S → SX, S → XY, S → Y X, Y → Y Y } have
to be applied.
S(G0) ⊂ Q follows from the fact that each word W ∈ S(G0) has the form
W = XmSXn or W = XmY kXn, and from SY )∈ S(G0).
!
Case 3.
P0 = {S → XY, S → SY, S → XS,X → XX, Y → Y Y }.
S(G0) = (X∗ · ({S} ∪X+) · Y ∗) \X+ ⊂ Q.
Again, the proof is similar to case 1. To show L ⊆ S(G0), apply the derivations
S
n→ SY n m→ Y mSXn and S m−1→ Xm−1S n→Xm−1SY n 1→XmY n ( m > 0 ) implying
SY n, XmSY n, XmY n ∈ L.
Here, only productions {S → XS, S → SY, S → XY } have to be used.
S(G0) ⊆ Q is obvious since all W ∈ S(G0) have the forms W = XmSY n or
W = XmY n, and since SX )∈ S(G0), also S(G0) ⊂ Q.
!
Case 4.
P0 = {S → XS, S → Y S, S → SX, S → SY,X → XX,X → XY,
X → Y X,X → Y Y, Y → XX, Y → XY, Y → Y X, Y → Y Y }.
S(G0) = {X, Y }∗ · {S} · {X, Y }∗ ⊂ Q.
Similar to case 1 again. To show L ⊆ S(G0), any USV with U, V ∈ {X, Y }∗ is
derived by using only productions {S → XS, S → Y S, S → SX, S → SY }.




P0 = {S → XS,X → SY,X → XX,X → Y Y }.
S(G0) = {X,SY, Y Y }∗ · {S}.
Again similar to case 1 ( SY
1→X · SY and at the end S 1→X · S ). L ⊆ S(G0)
follows from the derivations S
1→XS, S 1→XS 1→XXS, S 1→XS 1→SY S. Here, only
productions {S → XS,X → XX,X → SY } are used.
W = Uk ∈ S(G0) with k > 1 implies U = Y U ′S, a contradiction, since U must
end in S but the next U start with Y . Therefore, since also SX )∈ S(G0), follows




P0 = {S → XS,X → SY,X → XX,X → XY, Y → Y X, Y → Y Y }
S(G0) = {X,SY } · {X, Y, SY }∗ · {S} ∪ {S} ⊂ Q.
Also similar to case 1 ( SY
1→X · SY ). L ⊆ S(G0) follows from the derivations
S
1→XS,X 1→XX,X 1→XY, and X 1→ SY 1→XSY .
Only productions {S → XS,X → XX,X → XY,X → SY } have to be applied.
Again, W = Uk ∈ S(G0) with k > 1 implies U = Y U ′S, a contradiction. Since
also SX )∈ S(G0) follows that S(G0) ⊂ Q.
!
Case 7.
P0 = {S → XY, S → SY, Y → XS, Y → Y Y }.
S(G0) = {S,X} · {Y,XS,XX}∗ · {Y,XS} ∪ {S} ⊂ Q.
(a) S(G0) ⊆ L is shown similar to case 1.
(b) L ⊆ S(G0) is a consequence from the following derivations.
S
1→SY, S 1→XY, S n→SY n, Y 1→XS 1→XSY, Y 1→XS 1→XXY, Y 1→ Y Y where
all productions are used.
(c) To show S(G0) ⊂ Q 4 possibilities have to be considered. For this assume
W ∈ S(G0) \Q, i.e. W = Uk with k > 1.
(ca) W = SV S. Then U = SU ′XS, a contradiction since SS is not a subword
of any W ∈ S(G0).
(cb) W = SV Y . Then U = SU ′Y . But the number ni(X) of X in all blocks
starting with S, except the last one, is ni(X) = 2m + 1, whereas in the last one it
is nj(X) = 2n. A contradiction.
(cc) W = XV S. Then U = XU ′XS. Here n1(X) = 2m in the first block ending
with S, but ni(X) = 2n+ 1 in all other such blocks. Again a contradiction.
(cd) W = XV Y . Then U = XU ′Y . Here n1(X) = n1(S) + 2m + 1 in the
first block ending with Y , but ni(X) = ni(S) + 2n in all other such blocks. Also a
contradiction.
Therefore S(G0) ⊂ Q since also SX )∈ S(G0).
!
Case 8.
P0 = {S → XY, S → Y X,X → SS}.
From the productions follows that the numbers (n(S), n(X), n(Y )) of S,X, Y ,
starting with (1, 0, 0), fulfill the identity n(Y ) = 2n(X)+n(S)−1. Now, if W = Uk
with k > 1, then n(S) = knS, n(X) = knX , n(Y ) = knY , a contradiction.
Thus, S(G0) ⊂ Q, since SX )∈ S(G0) again.
!
Case 9.
P0 = {S → XY,X → XS, Y → SY }.
From the productions follows for the numbers n(X), n(Y ) of X, Y the identity
n(X) = n(Y ). Furthermore, any W ∈ S(G0) with W )= S has the form W = XV Y .
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By induction follows for any proper prefix of any W ∈ S(G0) : n(X) > n(Y ).
This is obvious for W = XY . Applying X → XS or Y → SY does not change the
number of x or Y . The application of S → XY either increases the number of X in
a prefix by 1 or increases both the numbers of X and Y by 1.
Now, if W = Uk with k > 1, then n(X) = knX , n(Y ) = knY implying nX = nY
where nX , nY are the numbers of X, Y in the prefix U . A contradiction.
Again, SX )∈ S(G0). Thus S(G0) ⊂ Q.
In this case the set S(G0) is not regular, namely
(S(G0) ∩ {X, Y }∗) ∪ {λ} = h(S(G0)) = {X} ·D(X, Y ) · {Y } ∪ {λ},
where h : {S,X, Y } →{ X, Y } is defined by h(S) = λ, h(X) = X, h(Y ) = Y ,
and D(X, Y ) is the Dyck language over {X, Y }.




(X · Ui · Y )
with Ui ∈ D(X, Y ).
Now S → XY and the induction assumption XUY ∈ S(G0) forall U ∈ D(X, Y )
with |U | < |W | gives
S → XY ∗→XSkY ∗→X · (
k∏
i=1
XUiY ) · Y
implying XWY ∈ S(G0) ∩ {X, Y }∗ for all W ∈ D(X, Y ).
Thus {X} ·D(X, Y ) · {Y } ⊆ S(G0) ∩ {X, Y }∗.
On the other hand : h(S(G0)) ⊆ {X} ·D(X, Y ) · {Y } ∪ {λ}.
This follows by induction on the number of derivation steps :
h(S) = λ and h(XY ) = XY ∈ D(X, Y ). Now assume h(W ) ∈ D(X, Y ).
If W = USV → UXY V = W ′ then h(W ′) ∈ D(X, Y ),
if W = UXV → UXSV = W ′ then h(W ′) = h(W ) ∈ D(X, Y ),
and if W = UY V → USY V = W ′ then h(W ′) = h(W ) ∈ D(X, Y ).
Therefore
{X}·D(X, Y ) ·{Y } ⊆ S(G0)∩{X, Y }∗ ⊆ h(S(G0)) ⊆ {X}·D(X, Y ) ·{Y }∪{λ},
yielding
S(G0) ∩ {X, Y }∗ ∪ {λ} = h(S(G0)) = {X} ·D(X, Y ) · {Y } ∪ {λ}.
This implies that S(G0) is not regular.
!
Case 10.
P0 = {S → XS, S → SX,X → Y S,X → SY,X → XX, Y → XY, Y → Y X}.
From the productions follows for the numbers n(S), n(Y ) of S, Y the identity
n(Y ) = n(S) − 1. Furthermore, any W ∈ S(G0) contains at least 1 S. Now, if
W = Uk with k > 1, then n(S) = knS, n(Y ) = knY , a contradiction.




P0 = {S → XY,X → SY, Y → XS}.
(a) Let P1 = {S → SY Y, Y → SY S}, G1 = (N,S, P1), and the homomorphism
h be defined by h(X) = SY, h(S) = S, h(Y ) = Y .
(b) S(G1) = S(G0) ∩ {S, Y }∗ = h(S(G0)).
S(G1) ⊆ S(P0) ∩ {S, Y }∗ follows from the fact that each production of G1 is a
derivation in G0 : S
1→XY 1→ SY Y, Y 1→XS 1→ SY S.
On the other hand, consider any W ∈ S(G0) ∩ {S, Y }∗ and its derivation tree.
Any node with X is either generated by S → XY or Y → XS. Since no leaf is
labelled by X all internal nodes with X have successors S, Y generated by X → SY .
But this can be combined into 3 successors of S or Y generated in G1 either by
S → SY Y or Y → SY S, respectively, yielding a ternary derivation tree for G1.
Thus, S(G0) ∩ {S, Y }∗ ⊆ S(G1).
h(G0)) ⊆ S(G0) ∩ {S, Y }∗ since h(X) = SY has the same effect as applying the
production X → SY to any X.
S(G1) = S(G0) ∩ {S, Y }∗ ⊆ h(S(G0)) since S(G1) ⊆ S(G0), and therefore also
S(G1) = h(S(G1)) ⊆ h(S(G0)).
From this follows that S(G0) ⊂ Q⇔ S(G1) ⊂ Q{S,Y }.




Sti · Y ) · Stm
with m ≥ 0 and ti ≥ 0, where the product stands for catenation.
Furthermore, by induction on the application of productions, it follows that
n(Y ) = m = 2nY and n(S) = 2nS + 1 ( since S → SY Y increases n(Y ) by 2, and
Y → SY S n(S) by 2 ). To generate W the production S → SY Y is applied nY
times.
Let ti,j with t0,0 = 1 denote the number of S in a S-block, i giving the index of
Y and j the derivation steps. In a derivation any application of Y → SY S yields
ti,j+1 = ti,j + 1 and ti+1,j+1 = ti+1 + 1 for some i ≥ 0. Thus, 1 block of S with
even index and 1 block of S with odd index is increased by 1. Any application
of S → SY Y yields tk,j+1 = tk,j for k < i, ti,j+1 + ti+2,j+1 = ti,j, ti+1,j+1 = 0,
tk+2,j+1 = tk,j for k > i, for some i. Hence, the property of an index i to be even or












Sti · Y ) · Stm
with m = kn ≡ 0 (mod 2).
Since nW (S) = knU(S) ≡ 1 (mod 2) and nW (Y ) = knU(Y ) ≡ 0(mod 2) it
follows that k ≡ 1 (mod 2), nU(S) ≡ 1 (mod 2), and n = nU(Y ) ≡ 0 (mod 2). Thus
nU(Y ) = 2n′.
Furthermore,
∀ 0 < i < n∀ 0 ≤ j < k : ti = ti+jn, and
∀ 0 ≤ j < k : tn+jn = t0 + tm
Since W = Uk it follows that
nY∑
i=0
























t2i+1 ≡ 1(mod k).
Again, SX )∈ S(G0). Thus S(G1) ⊂ Q{S,Y }, and therefore S(G0) ⊂ Q.
!
To these 11 cases can be added the nonreduced maximal skeleton consisting of
the maximal skeleton with 2 nonterminals S,X enlarged by all 9 productions with
Y on the left hand side.
5 Maximal Skeletons with 4 Nonterminals
Finally, the program was run for the case of 4 nonterminals, starting with n = 6 and
repeating the procedure for n = 8, 9, 10, 12, 14, 15, 16, 18, 20, 21, 22, 24, 25, 26,
and 27. The program produced 413 candidates for maximal skeletons which number
is to big to prove for all of them to be maximal skeletons indeed.
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